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User Experience, Research and Design for Brands

CEOCFO: Ms. Patel, what is the concept at Motivate Design?
Ms. Patel: Motivate Design is a user experience, research and design firm. That means 
we help clients figure out what their customers need when it comes to the experiences 
they have with that brand. The next step is helping them design that experience so that 
it best meets those customer needs, which often includes looking outside of the digital 
space because brand experience happens at every touch point. 

CEOCFO: How do you find out all the pieces needed for a good plan?
Ms. Patel: We start with research and design. On the research side, usually the clients 
are looking for more insight. They are looking for the answer to the question that we all 
have, “What does my customer want?” We figure that out in two ways: talking to 
customers and observing customers. 

Observing the customer is the most powerful approach because, many times, users do 
not know what they want. By seeing how they interact with the brand in their day-to-day 
life, and it could be a website that they interact with at work or it could be a razor that 
they use in their bathroom, we are able to identify opportunities that clients can use for 
innovating their existing offering or for creating new products and services. We have a 
couple of proprietary methods like the Friendship Group Method, which is a tweak to 
focus groups. We have participants bring in their friends and we guide them through 
activities to get their word on what they use and why. The method has proven really 
valuable for exploring the brand experience because it brings in a social element that 
deepens the engagement and the response quality. The skill is then translating these 
perspectives -- remember people don’t always know what they want -- into clear 
recommendations for the client. 

On the design side, after you do all this wonderful research, you want something actionable. You want to see what the 
data and recommendations actually mean. For example, if we were redesigning a banking website, we would watch 
people interact with their online banking and we would speak to them about it. This step leads to ideas about developing X 
or Y feature, and then our design team will sketch them out. Usually the sketches look final, but they are just pictures to 
help the client understand what it means, how it will work, and the benefit it will provide. The key thing here is that the 
ideas are derived from data, which helps eliminate risk.

CEOCFO: When you are looking at a customer’s action, what might you pay attention to that others miss?
Ms. Patel: When you are looking at behavior, you can break that down into micro behaviors that matter. For us, in 
interface design, there are a several categories. Navigation is one. How do they get to where they need to go? Is it clear? 
Are there signs? Do they know where they are going? Do they get there? There is also interaction. How do they want to 
interact with the device; so think of a smart watch or even your phone. Do they want to tap, pinch or scroll? We also look 
at the visual design, which is what most people think about. How can the application of the brand style help deepen the 
experience? How are we using the fonts and language to create emotional responses? How can we reduce risk by using 
color to guide behavior for alerts and actions? When taken together, the navigation, interaction, and visual design 
construct the overall experience.

CEOCFO: Your site indicates well-known names as clients. How are you able to attract that level of customer?
Ms. Patel: I am really proud to report that all of the customers we have are the product of word-of-mouth and repeat 
business. When I started this company in 2009, the clients that came to me came because I changed my LinkedIn status 
to freelancer. They were excited to work with me and had more flexibility on their rate because I did not work at a large 
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agency. That work led to more work and referrals. I am very proud of this result, and it has allowed the firm to grow to over 
30 people today. 

CEOCFO: What are some of the challenges of handling a business that size?
Ms. Patel: I never intended to open an agency of this size. I had always wanted the autonomy of being a freelancer. 
Therefore, when I jumped into starting a company, I really thought I was just going to be a freelancer. As a one-person 
shop, I could pull in people as needed, creating some kind of consortium of great talent. So, if I had a project that was too 
big, then I could work with them. Yet, I would go back to working by myself when the big project was done. Much of the 
learning that I have had in this time of great growth has been in the HR realm. 

My goal has been to build a team and brand where design is central to problem solving and creativity is appreciated and 
respected. Innovation needed to be in the blood. Therefore, as I met incredible researchers and designers, I wanted to 
connect and keep them close. I did not want them to go away and do their own thing; I wanted them to work with me. That 
was the initial way that the company grew. That spirit continues and so does our growth on the HR side of the house. Our 
goal is to make sure the team is empowered and innovation remains at the center of that growth. 

CEOCFO: When you are working on a project, how do you weigh gut feeling, research and current trends?
Ms. Patel: I think the key is having a great problem statement upfront. Many times with design, the sexy part is the design 
itself and not the work required prior to putting pen to paper. The foundation is often overlooked, but in my opinion that is 
the most important part, because it sets the goal that makes sure you end up in the right place. You have your current 
state, your ideal state, the opportunity, and then the gap. If the goal is to be innovative and do something that nobody else 
has seen before, then that factor weighs heavier on the design process. If the goal is to get something out that is just 
better than what currently exists, then more practical factors weigh heavier such as technology cost, time and staff 
needed to complete the work. In each case, it is about what you want to achieve at the end and what the associated 
success metrics are. If it is to be innovative, we fly a little, play a little and fail a little. If safety and incremental change is 
the goal, we rely more on the more standard kinds of research and focus on evolutionary rather than revolutionary 
change. 

CEOCFO: Motivate Design was recognized on the Inc. 5000 list near the top, so clearly business is good. How do 
you continue the trajectory?
Ms. Patel: That is a fascinating question. Thank you for the compliment of just noticing. The natural inclination is to 
continue on the same trajectory and just do more of what you are doing, but do it faster and better. Before jumping on that 
path, I took some time for reflection and realized that doubling the business as it existed was not going to be enough. 
Some of the pain points would still exist and the gain points, delight factors, were not getting any bigger or better. Sure, 
we were helping clients and growth would allow us to help more clients. We were designing things and we would design 
more things. Yet more is not enough; I want to have a bigger impact. 

The Inc. 5000 recognition triggered a completely new line of work that I have been working on, which focuses on solving 
problems by training people to think like a designer and tap into their own creativity. We call it The What If Technique 
(WIT), and it is a big risk. It would be much safer to do just more of what I have been doing. What I want to do is design a 
better world, so working with a bigger set of clients is not going to get me there; I think I need to shoot higher. There is a 
concrete plan in place and a book in progress. We have a studio workshop that we have already launched, which helps 
people to tap into their creativity. There is a website in development that has downloadable material so people can do this 
themselves. We will produce some videos next month on the topic, and I am giving a bunch of talks to help spread the 
word about it.

CEOCFO: Address our readers. Why choose Motivate Design?
Ms. Patel: There are a couple different reasons I would like you to choose us because we are doing a couple of different 
things. On the agency side, if you are looking to solve a problem and you want to give the problem to someone else, I 
think we have some of the most creative people in the industry. We will be able to solve that problem. 

If you are looking to solve your problems and design challenges yourself, we have two offerings. 

“My goal has been to build a team and brand where design is central to problem solving and creativity is appreciated and 
respected. Innovation needed to be in the blood.”- Mona Patel
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One is UX Hires, which is placement firm to help you find great talent to build an in-house user experience and design 
team. The second is what I have just talked about, the creativity and design thinking WIT workshops to help you fine tune 
the talent you have -- to remind them that they were born with creativity, see why they lost it a bit along the way, and help 
them tap back into it with the easy techniques we teach. With Motivate Design, I think the unique aspect is that as an 
agency, we are more than happy to do the project work. We love doing it. You will find the most unique designers here, 
people who are teachers and givers, whose goal is not necessarily to keep the project and show you what we can do, 
what will work. Our goal is to help you believe that you can do the same.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine
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